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ABSTRACT
At least six waterspouts occurred at a large alpine lake in the western United States over several hours during 26
September 1998. Photographs showing the conditions as well as representative examples of this extremely rare event
are presented. Some mechanisms are discussed that may explain the persistence of the convection and the low-level
vorticity that gave rise to the waterspouts.

1 • Introduction

north shore near Stateline Point (Figs. 1 and 2). While
most formed singly, on several occasions two were
In the autumn of 1981, Mr. G. Kaufman and his present simultaneously (Fig. 3). Kaufman, who has an
wife were driving along the east shore of Lake Tahoe, unobstructed view of Lake Tahoe from his home, set
a large alpine lake in the western United States. While up two cameras and took numerous pictures using
enjoying the scenery near Cave Rock, they sighted a telephoto and wide angle lenses. Several are reprowaterspout just offshore. Unfortunately, he could not duced here; readers can contact Kaufman for further
share the spectacular sight with others since he had information. Of the many waterspouts that formed that
neglected to bring a camera. He vowed to be prepared morning, the most impressive, in terms of funnel
better to photograph the next waterspout he would see. cloud width, was the last to form. That last waterspout
Seventeen years later, he finally got his chance and has was the one that I observed while vacationing with my
provided me with numerous photos of the event. The family.
scenic beauty of the region, the rarity of the phenomLake Tahoe is a large (495 km2) alpine lake
enon, and the excellence of the photography convince (1898-m elevation) located on the border of Califorme that readers of the Bulletin would enjoy a report nia and Nevada in western North America. It is suron the multiple waterspouts of 1998.
rounded by mountains on all sides; the highest peaks
are to the west with several over 2700-m elevation. The
Stateline peninsula extends south-southeastward from
2. Synoptic description
the north shore approximately 2 km into the lake as
measured relative to the adjoining Crystal Bay.
On the morning of 26 September 1998 at least a
Tornadoes and waterspouts are far less frequent in
half-dozen waterspouts formed over northern Lake the western states than in the central and eastern porTahoe during a 2.5-h period. They all formed from a tions of America. On average, four to six tornadoes are
persistent line of convection extending south from the reported annually in California, a highly populated
state of 411 000 km2 area. I could not identify specific
records of waterspouts for Lake Tahoe. However, Bear
Corresponding author address: Dr. Richard Grotjahn, Dept. of Lake in Utah has comparable geography (surrounded
Land, Air, and Water Resources, 1 Shields Ave., University of
by mountains with higher peaks to the west, similar
California, Davis, Davis, CA 95616-8627.
elevation) and about half the surface area. W. J. Alder
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(1999, personal communication) indicates that five
In final form 22 November 1999.
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waterspouts have been observed at Bear Lake during
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from 5.5° to 7°C at 1200 UTC that morning. Since it
was early autumn, the surface water temperatures of
the lake were near their peak (17°-17.6°C) and much
warmer than the air. At 500 hPa the relative vorticity
advection was positive over the lake, with the maximum located just northwest of the lake. Wind speeds in
the middle troposphere were around 13 m s_1. In short,
the upper-level winds were relatively light (from the
west) and conditions favored moist, vigorous convection.
The photographs shown here are taken from a
point 5-7 km northwest to west of the various waterspouts and about 10-15 m above lake level (Fig. 1).
Convection was largely absent to the east of the peninsula and the waterspouts occurred between 0645 and
FIG. 1. Perspective view, from the southwest, showing topog- 0915 local time (LT). Thus, the waterspouts were
raphy of the Lake Tahoe region. Lake Tahoe is the flat expanse backlit by the sun while the background eastern shore
in the middle of the diagram. The locations marked by the sym- was in shadow.
bols are as follows: Reno, NV, radiosonde station (circle); waterThe waterspouts exhibited a variety of structures.
spouts (triangle); photographer (star). Stateline peninsula is a small
The
early waterspouts (Figs. 3 and 4) were quite narbump along the northern shoreline between the star and triangle.
row, extending 450-500 m from cloud base (estimated
to be 400 m above lake level). These estimates were
the past 16 years (four occurred in one event). Though based upon those photographs (not shown) where a
nine times the area of Lake Tahoe, just 10 waterspouts cloud base intersected identifiable topographic feawere recorded over the Great Salt Lake between 1982 tures of the mountains on the eastern lakeshore. The
and 1996. Dr. H. Klieforth, of the Desert Research high relative humidity over the lake (enhanced by nocInstitute, has followed weather events in the Tahoe turnal thunderstorms that morning) helped make the
region for 30 years. He estimates that about a half- very narrow funnels visible. These narrow waterspouts
dozen waterspouts were sighted during that time. His had estimated widths of 10-20 m (Fig. 4). These estiestimate is consistent with Kaufman's experience mates were deduced from the presumed cloud base
(someone whose job and hobbies place him outside above lake level with a consistency check using estifrequently in the Tahoe Basin). Certainly they must mates of the azimuthal angle and distance to funnel
be rare. I contacted editors of all the local newspapers cloud. Several images show bulges that travel up the
and none could remember another instance. Lack of funnel cloud, rather like a snake eating a large meal
witnesses is unlikely to be an issue since more than (e.g., Fig. 3). As mentioned above, the final waterspout
100 000 people inhabit the Tahoe Basin.
(Figs. 5 and 6) was much broader. The estimated width
The meteorological conditions that day were dic- is 3 0 ^ 0 m over a 400^450-m length.
tated by an upper-level closed low centered just north
The waterspouts had well-defined funnel clouds
of the lake. (The four simultaneous waterspouts at Bear extending downward to the surface. Internal structure
Lake formed during similar synoptic conditions.) The can be seen in several photos, including an interior
lifted index (LI) at Reno, Nevada (30 km to the north- cylindrical cloud wall and peculiar spray patterns
east), that morning was - 1 . Negative lifted indices are (Figs. 4 and 5). The final waterspout developed a
uncommon in the far west and mountain thunder- prominent spray that rose from the surface (Fig. 5) to
storms occur readily even for small positive LI. Reno meet the funnel cloud above. Based upon another eyeand other nearby observing stations reported surface witness report, this larger funnel collapsed and comand lower atmospheric relative humidity to be in ex- pletely reformed (again from the water upward) within
cess of 95% at this time. The Reno sounding also has a minute. (I am told that there is, but I have not seen, an
a K index of 36, a total totals index of 51, and a con- accompanying digital video movie of this sequence.)
vective available potential energy value of 116 m2 s -2 .
My own vantage point was 6 km north-northwest
However, the Reno sounding temperature at lake level of the final waterspout and approximately 130 m above
was 9°C, while surface temperatures at nearby moun- lake level. I was able to see the conditions of the watain stations of comparable elevation to the lake ranged ter as well as the silvery, sidelit funnel cloud against a
696
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very dark background. I observed a spiral wake (a dark
line on the water surface) presumably due to a rougher
surface of capillary waves (e.g., see discussion and
photos in Golden 1974). From my viewing position,
the funnel curved toward the northeast with height, a
curve that became more pronounced as the cloud began to dissipate. The spiral wake leading to the annular "dark spot" (e.g., Golden 1974) where the funnel
had touched the water remained for a couple minutes
after the funnel cloud had disappeared.

3. Possible formation mechanisms
The repeated occurrence of waterspouts over several hours is highly unusual for this region. A variety
of mechanisms to explain the formation of waterspouts

can be found in the scientific literature. [An extensive
list of references on waterspouts can be found in
Wakimoto and Lew (1993).]
One mechanism draws an analogy with the dust
devil: a patch of heated air near the surface rises, leading surrounding air to spiral inward. Though little daytime heating is likely at dawn, when the first
waterspout was reported, this mechanism may have
some relevance. As mentioned above, the surface temperatures of the lake were near their annual peak.
Given the thunderstorms (accompanied by hail) the
night before, the near-surface air was quite humid and
the lake surface was 8°-12°C warmer than the surrounding land that morning.
A second formation mechanism relies upon convergence zones in the low-level winds. Most studies I
am aware of focus upon tropical oceans (e.g., Simpson

FIG. 2. A wide angle photograph showing the north-south-oriented primary cloud line and Stateline peninsula. A very short funnel
cloud is visible above the southern tip of the peninsula from this perspective. (Photograph is copyrighted to G. Kaufman and is used
with permission.)
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FIG. 3. A telephoto view showing two simultaneous funnel clouds and spray wakes. (Photograph is copyrighted to G. Kaufman
and is used with permission.)

et al. 1986) due to the far higher incidence of waterspout occurrence there. There are no substantial topographic features in those regions but topography
greatly affects the wind flow patterns in the Lake
Tahoe Basin. Low-level convergence may have been set
up by airflow around the Stateline peninsula. The steep
topography of the peninsula may have channeled the
surface-level flow to create shear that provides a seed to
the cyclonic rotation of the waterspouts in a mechanism
similar to that described by Wakimoto and Wilson
(1989). While topographically forced convergence
698

may conceivably explain the persistence of the waterspouts, the surface winds are unknown. Unfortunately,
no wind data could be obtained for the northern end
of Lake Tahoe (an automated weather station was installed the next month!). However, while observers to
the northwest of the waterspouts report light winds or
calm conditions, I observed a very clear spiral wake
extending several hundred meters from the dark spot
indicating strong surface winds over a wider area.
Higher up, a cyclonic circulation is apparently visible in
cloud base (Fig. 6) with a diameter of roughly 0.5 km.
Vol. 8 7, No. 4, April 2000
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Another possible mechanism
might involve the vorticity equation tilting term: horizontal vorticity created by air flowing
down the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada being tilted into the
vertical by the convection is another possible candidate. The
nearby Reno sounding does
show a weakly stable layer from
roughly lake level upward for
~2 km. The winds in the sounding were not particularly strong
(~13ms _1 ) though wind speeds
recorded on nearby mountaintops were about twice as fast.
The data suggest another way in
which vertical motion may be
created: lee waves.
The persistence of the convection may be linked to topography by means of lee waves.
Klieforth has observed that typical mountain wave clouds that
form in the lee of the Sierra crest
tend to lie along the central,
north-south axis of Lake Tahoe.
He has noticed convection to be
favored where the lee cloud
forms. The 700- and 500-hPa
winds that morning were indeed
westerly and the low-level static
stability was weak, so this mechanism may explain the persistence
of the cloud extending south^ te ^ e P^ oto v * ew showing a highly distorted, narrow, funnel cloud with an ac-

ward from the eninsula several
^

companying, but separate, spiral of spray. (Photograph is copyrighted to G. Kaufman and

kilometers out over the lake. is used with permission.)
Further, the lee wave flow would
tend to suppress convection to
the east and west of the cloud line (as is discernible in
several figures, especially Fig. 2). Also consistent with
the lee wave hypothesis, the photographer reported
calm conditions at the time of these waterspouts. Even
at my vantage point the winds were light (~2 m s_1)
and the direction was variable.
A highly simplified test of the lee wave hypothesis can be made as follows. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency for a gravity oscillation might be estimated
from the nearby Reno sounding for elevations near
cloud base. Combining that frequency with the winds
from the sounding yields a simple estimate for the
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

approximate wavelength of the oscillation. That wavelength can be compared with the distance from the
west shore (upstream) to the location of the cloud base.
Using Wallace and Hobbs (1977, p. 237) as a guide, a
rough estimate for the wavelength is thus
L = InUIN;
where N = [(g/T) (Td - T)]1/2, r is the observed lapse
rate, U is the mean wind in the layer, and N is the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency. This formula was tested
using data deduced from Klemp and Lilly (1978) and
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Peltier and Clark (1979); the estimates using the formula above were comparable to the 15-25-km wavelengths seen in their diagrams of various events.
During the Tahoe waterspouts, the observed lapse rate
( r ) in the 750-670-hPa layer was approximately
7 K km -1 , the wind speed (U) was 12-13 m s_1, and
mean temperature was T - 2 7 3 K. The conditions using the stable layer give approximately 8-km wavelength (8.2 km). Using the middle of the western
shoreline, this estimated location is over the middle of
the lake. The western shoreline is curved and the mountains do not form a single line (Fig. 1). If the middle of
the western shore is used, then the estimated location
of wave cloud is centered 1-3 km west of the observed
waterspout locations. If the northern shore (from Cedar Flat to Carnelian Bay) is used, then the observation
and estimate agree. My point here is simply to establish that a stable layer was present, which can feasibly produce a wave cloud updraft, which in turn could
initiate convection where the convection was persistent.
A somewhat better analysis can be made using linear lee wave theory. [Excellent summaries can be
found in Alaka (1962, 1967).] The Scorer (1949) parameter, /, defined as

2

_ N
U2

1 d2U
U dz2 '

may be used to estimate whether standing lee waves
are possible and what wavelengths they may have. The
profile of I2 from the Reno sounding is consistent with
the lee wave estimate above. The profile of I2 decreases
slowly in the upper troposphere relative to the rest of
the troposphere. Linear theory predicts that the lee
waves must lie between the minimum and maximum
wavelengths defined by 2nU. The range of such wavelengths in the Reno sounding is 7-12 km. A final point
is that the amplitude tends to be greater for those waves
that match the large-scale wavelength of the topography, in particular such that the high points of the lee
wave train match the ridge lines of the topography. For
the Lake Tahoe Basin, about 8 km places a lee wave
crest over the Sierra crest, the middle of Lake Tahoe,
and the ridge on the Nevada side of the lake.

FIG. 5. A time sequence of the larger, final waterspout using a
telephoto lens. The photographs were taken at 0910:05, 0910:20,
and 0910:50 LT (top to bottom). (Photographs are copyrighted to
G. Kaufman and are used with permission.)
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FIG. 6. A wide angle view of final waterspout. The funnel cloud joins the cloud base where a spiral pattern in the cloud base is
visible. (Photograph is copyrighted to G. Kaufman and is used with permission.)

As mentioned above, an extensive search failed to
discover wind data with sufficient resolution to describe the flow pattern over the Lake Tahoe Basin that
morning. One may attempt to diagnose possible flow
patterns by means of a convection-resolving numerical model. The author was unable to perform such a
calculation; perhaps an interested reader of this article
may be able to make such calculations. Therefore, any
scenario to explain the events that morning is, of necessity, speculative.
A scenario is proposed that fits these available facts:
winds at the observers were light; rain and hail fell over
mountains to the north and northeast of the lake; no
precipitation, but actively growing cumuli were along
the central axis of the lake; lake surface temperatures
were 8°-12°C warmer than the surrounding shoreline;
the cloud line persisted for several hours with relatively
clear air to the east and west; waterspouts were observed
and (at least) the largest one formed and grew from
the lake surface upward, not down from the cloud; and
finally, a dark spiral (presumably a shear) band extended west and north from the dark spot on the lake.
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

The proposed scenario is illustrated by Fig. 7. A
cloud line extends north to south along the central axis
of the lake. The cloud line is likely maintained by lowlevel convergence over the much warmer lake waters,
that is, a "land" breeze. It is possible that a weak lee
wave may be present that reinforces the rising motion
over the central axis of the lake while suppressing it
to the east and west. Hail and rainfall are present over
the topography to the north. This precipitation had
moved slowly from west to east. The waterspouts occurred when the primary precipitating cloud was north
and east of the central axis of the lake. A downdraft
would likely accompany the hail and would flow
downslope toward the lake. This flow could be channeled and concentrated by encountering the steepsided Stateline peninsula. The edge of the resulting
gust front could conceivably create the dark "shear
band" seen on the water surface. The low-level convergence beneath the more active convective cells over
the lake could tilt horizontal vorticity into the vertical, thus developing rotation in the cloud from below.
Waterspouts have been observed on gust fronts in pre68 7
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through a gap in the trees. The waterspout was centered right in that tiny gap, but only visible from the
upstairs hall. I could easily have missed it. While I was
not as prepared as Mr. Kaufman, I did set up my
camcorder for the final few seconds. Another individual had a better digital video image, taken from a
vantage point below Kaufman, and after his video and
my interview aired on a local TV station, Kaufman
contacted me.

5. Summary
This note shares several striking waterspout images
with Bulletin readers while providing some scientific
details. Such waterspouts are rare over Lake Tahoe.
Even more unusual was the repeated formation of
waterspouts over several hours during one particular
morning.
FIG. 7. Schematic diagram of northeastern region of the Lake
Tahoe basin illustrating the proposed scenario. The view is toward
the ENE. The author's vantage point is near the star symbol. The
positions are shown of precipitating clouds relative to the location of the largest waterspout. Topography surrounding the northeast corner of the lake is proposed to channel downdrafts (longer
arrows) into the formation of a shear line (thick dashed line) that
provides a source of shear vorticity to feed the waterspout. Other
shorter arrows suggest a "lake breeze" circulation creating persistent convergence over the central axis of the lake. The wavy
line in the upper right is intended to show possible augmentation
of the convection by a mountain lee wave.

vious studies (e.g., Simpson et al. 1986), as have weak
tornadoes (e.g., Wakimoto and Wilson 1989). Various
depictions of the flow in the immediate vicinity of the
waterspout can be found in the literature; Fig. 8 in
Golden (1974) seems consistent with the scenario presented here.

4. Serendipity
I believe that most scientists appreciate serendipity in scientific endeavors. Here is my example. In my
youth I had chased many promising clouds in hopes
of seeing a funnel cloud. When I saw a legitimate funnel, I was rewarded by a thorough soaking. Also, I
never happened to have a camera along. My sighting
of this waterspout was quite fortuitous. It was our first
family vacation in three years (and it was just two
nights). We rented a cabin with a small view of the lake
702
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